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 Why me?  Future Identity's stakeholder engagement strategy
 Principles
 Policies
 Practicalities
 Problems to solve ...
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Why me?
 Future Identity Ltd: founded Jan 2009 on 25 years' experience
 Previous posts at IBM, JCP Trustbase and Sun Microsystems
 20052009: Sun's Corporate Architect for Federated Identity
 20062008: Cochair of Liberty Alliance Public Policy Expert Group
 Consulting engagements with public sector and Kantara Initiative
 Director of Privacy and Public Policy, Liberty Alliance
 Particular focus on privacy, and the policy/technology interface
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Future Identity's
Stakeholder Engagement Strategy
• Policymakers – define the
privacy landscape we must

 Key constituencies:
 Policymakers
 Adopters
 Regulators

inhabit and cross

• Adopters – (CPOs, users...) -

have to resolve the tension between
motivation and risk

• Regulators – are our protection

 The neat trick is
often translating
successfully between
them

against poor policy, inadequate
legislation and flawed adoption

(including 'toxic' market forces)
Ignoring any of these stakeholder

communities leads to worse privacy
outcomes ...
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What's the intersection between
'information security' and 'privacy'?
Discipline

 A Maslovian hierarchy of
information and
disciplines:
 It's hard to address the
upper layers without
competence in the lower
layers;
 In practice, “progress”
usually means “unlocking
the next set of problems”

Raw

Materials

• Privacy Assurance:

Attributes

• Privacy Management:

Personas

• Identity Management:

People

• Information Management
(including information
and data security):
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Accounts

All else being equal...
Pre2009: data

... it is cheaper and easier to:
 Store vs. destroy
(especially selectively)
 Share vs.
compartmentalise
 Aggregate vs. segregate
 Visualise vs. conceal
Technology tends to reinforce
this trend.
The principal counterforce is
governance, which is people
intensive, and expensive, and
suffers accordingly when
money is scarce.

2009: mashup
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However, all else is not (currently)
equal ...
• Reduced commercial activity

 IT vendors and adopters are
used to:
 Decades of growth;
 Sustained investment;
 A “price/performance”
equation to match;
 The innovation
“ecosystem” all this
combines to create.

• Reduced revenues

• “Sweat” assets – including personal data

• Pressure to reduce 'cost of compliance'

Commercial
Sector

Public

Sector
• Reduced economic activity
• Reduced tax revenues

• Pressure to reduce 'cost of collection'
• CCTV parking fines

 We now have to adapt to:
 Changed assumptions
 Shifts in balance
 New tensions

• Speed cameras, ANPR

• Automate, and process only exceptions

None of these factors makes more,
or better governance more likely
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The Balance of Technology
and Governance
Failures of process and culture take more sustained effort to address.
A technical ('quick') fix is soon trumped.
Distorted cost/risk equation:


Extracting 500 records
from 25 million;



Process for applying
security technology;

vs.


Disclosing all records.

Cost was immediate; risk
was remote in time and
place...
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Policy: how might it shape the
landscape?
 Cost:
 One policy response is to offload
cost (e.g. to industry)
 Risk:
 What happens to risk in this
model? Who 'owns' the problem,
and who feels responsible?
 Regulation:
 Regulatory picture changes from
being centralised and 'internal' to
being distributed among multiple
(commercial) third parties.
 Technology:
 Heterogeneous, 'market led';
 Doomed if cost, risk and regulatory
factors are not addressed.
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Practicalities:
Governance Revisited
 Requirements may be:
 Countryspecific
 Industryspecific
 Crossindustry and cross
border

Discipline
• Privacy Management:

“Raw

Materials”
Ethical principles
LoA, Risk,

 Industry response is sometimes
to preempt regulation (e.g.
Binding Corporate Rule)

• Identity Assurance:

 Whether externally imposed or
internally adopted, governance
assumes healthy disciplines
(technical, procedural,
cultural...)

• Identity Management:

 As before, a hierarchy can be
sketched out.

and data security):

Contractual
Frameworks

Joiners/Movers/
Leavers, Roles

Good practice

• Information Management
(including information
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e.g. BS7799,

PIAs, Audit,
Inventories
of PII ...

Exercises for the reader
(there are still plenty to go round...)
 Requirements may be:
 Countryspecific

• Balance of technology and policy

 Industryspecific
 Crossindustry and cross
border

• Climbing the hierarchy:

 In the hierarchy, there's always
something to aspire to...

Attributes

Personas

Credentials

Accounts

• Managing contexts & relationships

 Some of these problems are yet to
be comprehensively defined, let
alone solved...

• Metaphors, metadata and
'sticky policy'
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Conclusions
 Principles:


Welldefined, or definable



Often philosophical/ethical in nature



Need to account for all the stakeholder groups

 Policy:


Likely to be tested by recession/recovery



Pressure will be on to cut (or outsource) cost



Governance measures will feel the pinch

 Practicalities:


Disciplines further up the hierarchy are still being
developed (identity assurance, privacy management)



A roadmap can be drafted, though



What is practical depends on context and adoption
readiness

 Problems:


Still plenty of scope for innovation, if the economic
climate permits it.
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Thank You

Robin Wilton
Director
Future Identity Ltd
Director of Privacy and Public Policy
Liberty Alliance
mail@futureidentity.eu
+44 (0)705 005 2931
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